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LESSON TWO 

CO-HOSTS 

You can host a party alone. Many people do. However, you and your co-hosts can reap much 

greater benefits by joining forces and manning the event. You’ll reach, not only your friends and 

theirs, but your co-hosts friends and theirs, as well.  

People have different preferences. I suggest including authors from more than one genre in the 

event. This makes the party more enticing for a broader scale of folks invited. Not all friends like 

to read the same thing. Your co-host might write sci-fi and you might right historical. Likewise, 

among their friends many don’t like sci-fi, but some like historical, others like romance or 

mystery, etc. The same goes for your friends. 

By including other hosts you also make the event larger, provide a wider selection of prizes and 

more prizes. If you choose, you can run the event for a longer period without doing all the work. 

This can be from 2-10 people, or more. Simply divide up the number of days/hours you want it 

to run for. Allot each host a time convenient for them to host. When you invite them, ask their 

availability up front, so you don’t award them a time when they’re not available.  

Reaching out to your critique groups, your chapters and reading groups. Find out who wants to 

pitch something at the party and become one of your co-hosts. If they have a new release, a new 

version (like audio) recently added or coming up, a new cover, boxed set or just want to draw 

attention to a series, FB events are easy ways to achieve attention. 

Draft a letter and send it to whomever you want to solicit. It could go something like the 

following: 

Dear Fellow Author: 

Do you have something you want to promote or news to share? If you have a day (or group of hours) you can post fun (Christmas-my 

theme) games, do giveaways for shares, I am organizing a (Holiday) Facebook Launch Party. I'm thinking 1-2 people per day for 5 days to split 

the time so about four hours each.  

You will need to post every 10-15 minutes during your host time, frequently so you can to get attention to your book info. Don’t make 

every post about your news and/or books. Make some of the posts just for fun or just for prizes. You don’t want to burn ou t attendees and drive 

them away.  

I'll provide a key visual you can post on your website or blog somewhere convenient to draw folks there or wherever you want them to 

see (your buy link, your newsletter signup, your Follow button, or information about your books or your latest new release). So think about your 

goal and place the visual in a strategic spot to achieve that goal. 

(This was my over-reaching game and can be used if you want, or come up with your own.) Each of us will have an item we list that 

we're bringing to the party. Place a note by the key visual stating what item you are bringing. This way when folks arrive at the site to search for 

that information, they will find it. They will also see your link to follow/signup/buy, etc.. This gives them opportunity to read about you, your 

books and launch info, plus the opportunity to subscribe to your newsletter.  

You can even state that if they follow and/or subscribe, they are automatically in the running for special prizes or a specific giveaway 

you automatically send them.  
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Sharing your posts and liking them on their FB pages/tweeting your posts, etc. also gets them in the running for prizes. This helps 

your exposure and increases consumer awareness plus drives traffic to the party and your sites as well, hopefully increasing sales. To win prizes 

they need to attend/post/share, subscribe to newsletters, and email me a note specifying what each of you brought to the Christmas party. This is 

made clear in the details on the FB event page, but it bears restating on your site as well and occasionally posting the reminder. 

If you're interested in co-hosting and available for the week of XX/2018 let me know the following in an email to 

lyndareesauthor@gmail.com.  

1) Your author name and what you want to promote. 

2) What date(s) you are available to post.  

3) What you prize(s) you will give away. 

From the info received, I will set up the FB party and send you invitations to participate. When you receive the FB invitation, click 

accept. When the event is going on, join in, even on the dates you are not assigned as host. Share the your co-host’s posts with your friends. We 

will do likewise when you are hosting. Let’s help each other out to make this the most successful event possible.  

When the party is over, email or messenger me the name(s) of your winners(s) and what they win. I will draft an over-reaching post 

event message that I will send to all co-hosts. You can then place that message on your websites, FB pages, Tweet out the information, etc. This 

gives the event a much greater appeal since it’s not just you giving away X prize, but a group of all hosts giving away a long l ist of prizes – and 

you get credit for that.  

If you have suggestions on how to make this better, I'm open to it. 

Looking forward to a successful event, 

Lynda Rees 

lyndareesauthor.com 

Whatever level of expertise co-hosts have, assume the worst case. It’s better to give them too 

many tools and instructions than to not give enough.  

If you want to ensure a steady flow of happy partiers and hosts, give your hosts explicit details 

and tools they can simply pop into websites, Twitter, FB posts and party posts. If they don’t like 

the specific copy you hand over, they can tailor it more to their style. At least they will know 

from what you give them, what you expect them to do. Make it simple for them. Give step-by-

step instructions. Give them Tweets to use. Give them Posts to use. Give them suggestions on 

how to come up with games. Give them the note to post on their website. Give them the 

instructions note to use as a post reminding guests how to play games and what gets them in the 

running for prizes. Give them the note that they MUST post legally to use FB events, stating 

Facebook has nothing to do with the party or prizes. The authors running the event are solely 

responsible for the event, awards and prizes. 

HOMEWORK: 

Attend and participate in a live event. React to posts by liking them, answering questions. Share 

the posts on your timeline and/or your author timeline. Maybe you will win something. It will 

definitely be fun and a learning experience. 

Lynda Rees 
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Love is a dangerous mystery. Enjoy the ride!© 

Visit my website: www.lyndareesauthor.com 

Email: lyndareesauthor@gmail.com 

RITA Finalist,   Golden Heart Award Winner,   Golden Heart Finalist 

Gold Lust Conspiracy, Award Winning Historical Romance 

Parsley, Sage, Rose, Mary & Wine. Award Winning Romantic Suspense 

Blood & Studs 

Hot Blooded 

Blood of Champions 

Bloodlines & Lies 

Horseshoes & Roses 

The Bloodline Trail 

Real Money 

The Bourbon Trail 

God Father's Day 

Madam Mom 

Freckles & Blondie - Children's Middle Grade 

The Thinking Tree - Children’s Middle Grade 

Sweetwater Publishing Company 
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